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In a century that we can see the Abnormality, separation, anxiety and the political and economical changes, The confrontation with stress as main role of social management due to keep the social existence, identify and the psychological reality of health is very important. In the developing country, especially Iran where have had a basic changes, sub activity and the behavior which against the cruelty has been improved, the process of information in a chaotic situation, needing to have knowledge and technology, the evaluation of functions and the scientific study-searching of social feed-backs. This approach through telling the issue maybe three concepts has been searching for the important backgrounds which has been intertivated in the chaotic strategies are: poverty, the fear and the ignorance. It should be mentioned, that in the chaotic situation the confrontation with basic fundamental opportunities is not easy, but the art of management of crisis is that; it changes the multi aspects of gain for his own. The ignorance of systematic and multi aspects approaches changes advantage to the crisis. In situations like the acute stressor confrontation (the crisis in the war zone, the economical and political restrictions). The flexible designation for the precaution of the setting that they can destroy the main strategy of the management crisis which is the main solution from the psychological point of view. Vulnerability can be viewed by the deception study in the area of social pathology with the national characteristic, perception, and the collective memorial political-social parameters. By the way, the collective behavior depends on the collection of the stimulus and if the suitable behavior is going to be governed in society, the behavior should be mentioned.

In the continuation of this essay, the principles of the directional confrontation behavior in order to solve the problem and the adjustment behavior and pugnacity behavior are being study.